
Best engineering
100% HYGIENICALLY CLEANING

Our claim
100% PIONEERING SUSTAINABILITY

 PRE-WASHING 

1 Use original SPÜLBOY® glass 
 washing tablets in the brush pot.

2 Move the glass completely over   
 the brush at least 3-5 times with 
 rapid up and down movements. 
 Don‘t turn!

CLEAR-RINSING

3 Allow draining over the pre-wash 
 pot before rinsing thoroughly from 
 the in- and outside for 2-3 seconds.

4 Daily cleanse of the brushes as 
 well as the device itself guarantees   
 hygienic cleaning of your glasses. 
 well as the device itself guarantees   

rinse

fresh
water

Unique
With every application of the rinsing 
mechanism, an automatic refill 
of freshwater is set into motion in 
the pre-rinse pot, guaranteeing 
a constant freshwater circulation.

  
Safe cleaning.

 - manual rinsing of all types of glasses with cold water
 - fast and highly efficient brush cleaning 
 - 100% proven to deliver hygienic cleaning results 

  
Clean & simple.

 - short distances due to direct availability at any location
 - transportable and space-saving
 - easy commissioning and performance

  
Save the planet.

 - environmentally and resource-friendly cleaning without electricity
 - 100% cleanliness with minimum use of fresh water
 - highly effective and biodegradable tablets

  
Save smart.

 - up to 80% cost savings compared to glasswashers
 - gentle on glasses and decor
 - low detergent consumption

cleaningcooling

Cleaning and cooling
Our head valve guarantees perfect freshwater 
circulation through the inside of the glass.

Along with the fact that the glass is still wet 
after cleaning, the head valve also allows the 
glasses to cool down before being held under 
the next tap.

cleaningcooling

Double rinsing power
Our rinsing mechanism, including both the 
double ring shower as well as the spray arm, 
allows an all-around hygiene for your glasses. 

The flexible telescope rinsing accommodates 
an easy and elegant way of cleaning of glasses, 
including the stem and base.

No1 of manual 
glasswashers!

GUARANTEED,
PATENTED,
CERTIFIED! 


